
Financing Higher Education 

Higher education (HE) worldwide is facing major challenges providing quality and relevant education and 

services to youth, widening the access and securing necessary resources, in particular financial ones. 

These challenges are even more acute in the Arab HE where demand on HE has drastically increased in 

the past years/decades1. Unfortunately, this increase in demand does not match the demands from the 

labour market. Moreover, this is accompanied with a serious economic (and socio-political) crisis. The 

socio-economic facts coupled with the limited demand from the labour market limits the possible sources 

of funding and amplifies the public demand for higher quality and more productive HE. In this context, 

extreme pressures are put on the HE sector to satisfy the need for a massive, quality and productive HE 

while looking for possible sources of funding, which remain scarce. In order to respond to those 

challenges, the Arab HE sector has developed through the establishment of new universities, the most of 

them being private2. 

In this regional context, the Lebanese Higher Education (LHE) is not an exception. The number of 

universities has more than tripled in the past two decades, with the establishment of private institutions 

that map the whole territory with their campuses. While the Lebanese University, the unique public one, 

has fixed the number of students enrolled, we have witnessed a shift of the ratio of students enrolled in 

public versus private HE to the benefit of the private sector. This also has shifted the finance reducing the 

share of public funds in the resources put under the disposal of the HE institutions (HEIs).  

The solution adopted, i.e. relying on private HE, does not solve the constrained equation of developing a 

massive, quality, productive and relevant Lebanese HE with a limited and constantly decreasing financial 

resources3. The R&D financing is not better in Lebanon4. In this context, the Erasmus+ HEREs in Lebanon 

organise the present event under the title of “Financing Higher Education”. The problem is extremely 

complex with no easy solution to it. Nevertheless, the roundtable aims at identifying the challenges facing 

the LHE financing wise and the possible opportunities that may exist and that might allow to reverse the 

current trend. 

The roundtable shall tackle the following aspects: 

 Financing Models in HE: an overview of the existing models worldwide and in  the ones adopted 

in the LHE shall be performed. The opportunities and threats related to each model shall be 

analysed. 

                                                           
1 The enrollments in tertiary education have tripled between 1995 and 2009.  
2 The number of Arab universities stood at 971 today while this number was only 175 in 1996 and 10 in 1950. 
3 The public expenditure per student and per in Lebanon was 2,323USD in 2010, while it was 12,336 in average in 
the OECD countries and 8,564 in Korea. 
4 The UNESCO report on Arab states in 2010 indicates that Lebanon spent in 2006 less than 0.3% of its GDP on 
R&D. 



 Financing and Autonomy/Accountability: the relation between financing from one side and 

autonomy versus accountability is critical. How to draw the line between the autonomy of a HE 

institution (HEI) and its accountability towards the financing body whether it is public authority, 

general public or a particular community/stakeholder. 

 Financing and governance: the complex relationship between the governance of a HEI and the 

financial model and body shall be clarified.  

 Financing and competitiveness: in a limited resources context, is there a room for competitive 

funding? In both cases, the roundtable shall discuss the possible approaches to nurture a 

competitive productive environment. 

 Financial plans and strategic planning:  not all strategic plans in Lebanese Higher Education 

connect to financial realities. The unclear relationship between the financial realities and the goals 

might transform them to become more like wishes rather than achievable objectives. The 

roundtable shall also tackle this issue. 

 Fund raising models: different fund raising models shall be presented and discussed. 

 Economy to save resources: the roundtable shall discuss the possible economies that would 

permit to save resources and how to guarantee that the saved resources shall be reinvested in a 

more productive direction. 

 

The roundtable is planned to end with a set of recommendations. 
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